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1. Individual Progress 
Responsibilities: Project management 

                             Learning Simulation using Gazebo 

                                                     

Softwares/tools Used:  Google Drive, Google Calendar, Microsoft Excel, Gazebo, ROS 

Task Description: 

Following tasks were assigned to me and completed before the progress review 8: 

a. Conducting team meeting and deciding goals for PR#8 

b. Installation of Ubuntu 14.04 LTS along with ROS Indigo 

c. Tele operate Turtlebot in the Gazebo environment 

d. Creating the world for turtlebot movement 

 

a. Setting the goals for PR#8: 

Conducting team meeting and deciding goals for PR#8 

1. Upgrade the turtlebot workstation computers to ROS Indigo and Ubuntu 14.04. 

2. Implementation of the Robotics in Concert (ROCON) framework in Gazebo 

3. Real-time ROCON implementation with the actual Turtlebots 

 

b. Installation of Ubuntu 14.04 LTS along with ROS indigo: 

I was assigned to learn the simulation module Gazebo which comes readily with ROS. 

As the ROS (Robot Operating System) works only on the Ubuntu operating system, I 

was compelled to install Ubuntu first on my laptop. Being the most updated stable 

version of Ubuntu, I installed Ubuntu 14.04 LTS on my laptop along with the existing 

Windows 7 partition. For this I created a bootable USB stick on windowsi itself. To 

achieve this, firstly I downloaded ‘pen drive Linux’s USB installer’ii. This installer is 

known as UUI and is a Live Linux USB Creator that allows the user to choose from a 

selection of Linux Distributions to put on the USB Flash Drive. Further, I downloaded 

the Ubuntu 14.04 distribution in .isoiii format from the Ubuntu official website 

download section. Using the Ubuntu installer, I loaded the downloaded .iso file on a 

pen drive connected to my laptop. This created a bootable Ubuntu disk on the connected 

USB.  

Furthermore, I proceeded to install the Ubuntu OS on the laptopiv. For this, I restarted 

the laptop while keeping the pen drive connected. While the laptop restarted, I pressed 

F12 to put it in the BIOS settings menu which is shown as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Ubuntu Installation-Laptop put in BIOS menu 
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Further, I selected the ‘Install Ubuntu’ option from the BIOS menu which put the 

system in the Ubuntu installation process, as shown in the figure 2. 

 
             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Figure 2: Ubuntu Installation- Installing alongside windows 

This was followed by the regular procedures of allotting Ubuntu the required space 

(min 60GB is recommended) and further details. Eventually, Ubuntu was installed 

successfully alongside windows. It should be noted here, the option of installing Ubuntu 

alongside Windows 7 should be chosen carefully. Often, the default option being 

selected by the system is ‘Replace Windows 7 with Ubuntu’ which causes the existing 

Windows OS files to be deleted. This leaves no space to recover the existing files. 

Hence, it is a good idea to always backup the files before performing this action. 

 

After installing Ubuntu, I needed to install the ROS indigo packagev on the same. 

Hence, I logged into Ubuntu, opened the terminal window and put the following 

command to setup the sources.list, which makes the computer accept the software from 

package.ros.org: 

sudo sh -c 'echo "deb http://packages.ros.org/ros/ubuntu $(lsb_release -sc) main" > /etc

/apt/sources.list.d/ros-latest.list' 

This was followed by another command to set up the keys: 

sudo apt-key adv --keyserver hkp://pool.sks-keyservers.net --recv-key 0xB01

FA116 

Then, I updated my debian package index. Debian (deb) packages are nothing but the 

standard Unix archives. They are analogous to the archives made in Windows in .zip or 

.rar format.   

sudo apt-get update 

Also, to avoid the unknown dependency issues which occur frequently during the ROS 

indigo installation, I used following command: 

sudo apt-get install libgl1-mesa-dev-lts-utopic 

Finally, I installed all the ROS tools and libraries using: 

sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-desktop-full 
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c. Tele operate the turtlebot in the Gazebo environment:vi 

Our team has decided to accomplish the following tasks using Gazebo: 

1. Simulating the currently developed single robot system 

2. Simulating the SWARM robot system to be developed 

I am working on the first task while Tiffany alongwith Jimit are working on the SWARM 

robot system simulation part. The purpose behind accomplishing the single robot system 

simulation is the ease in learning Gazebo-turtlebot simulation implementation. It will be 

easier to learn Gazebo with this task as the programming part has already been done in 

the Fall semester which can be directly implemented inside Gazebo. To achieve the 

completion of the first task, the first step was to tele-operate the turtlebot inside Gazebo 

environment. Firstly, I installed the turtlebot-gazebo softwarevii using following command 

inside the terminal: 

$ sudo apt-get install ros-indigo-turtlebot-gazebo 

This was followed by sourcing the ROS directory: 

$ source /opt/ros/indigo/setup.bash 

Further, I entered the following command inside the terminal to open the Gazebo 

environment:viii 

$ roslaunch turtlebot_gazebo turtlebot_world.launch 

 This started the turtlebot in the simulated environment as shown in the figure 3: 

 
Figure 3: Bring up the turtlebot in Gazebo environment 

 

This was followed by opening another terminal and entering the following command to 

put the turtlebot in the tele operation mode using the keyboard: 

$ roslaunch turtlebot_teleop keyboard_teleop.launch 

After entering this command, the terminal showed the teleop buttons as depicted by the 

following figure: 
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Using the buttons shown in the above figure, I was able to operate turtlebot and move 

it in the simulation environment. 

 

d. Creating the world for turtlebot movement: 

After controlling the turtlebot using teleop mode, the next step for creating the single 

robot system simulation was the creation of a turtlebot world similar to the existing 

room where the FVE was carried out. I followed the ‘Gazebo-building a world’ix 

tutorial and created a simple world with the same dimensions as that of the actual 

room of FVE performance. This looked like as shown in the figure 5: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Turtlebot Teleop mode 

Figure 5: Creation of the Gazebo world 
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2. Challenges 
I faced the following challenges during the preparation for the PR#8: 

 Finding out the correct Gazebo version : 

The ROS indigo package already has a dependent Gazebo 2.x version with it. However, 

Gazebo7 is the current and updated version which comes as standalone product and has no 

dependency on ROS. Gazebo7 has better functionalities and is more user friendly than any of 

the previous versions of Gazebo. Hence, I installed Gazebo7 from its website. However, it 

did not work with any of the ROS commands. Later with some research on the Gazebo 

website, I acknowledged that the only Gazebo 2.x series versions are supported by ROS 

indigox. Hence, I had to install the Gazebo 2.x version again. Due to confusing 

documentations on the Gazebo website, a lot of time was wasted before starting the actual 

handling of Gazebo. One good thing was that there was no need to first uninstall the 

previously installed Gazebo7 as it was directly replaced during the Gazebo 2.x version 

installation. 

 

 Absence of the ‘Undo-Redo’ functionalities in Gazebo: 
During the creation of world in Gazebo, I noticed that there was no presence of the regular 

undo (control+z) -redo (control+y) functionalities. Hence, during the world creation, extra 

care had to be taken. I made mistakes for several times during this activity as any wrongly 

entered dimensions/models in the world could not be un-done and I had to either delete the 

particular dimension/model or start designing an altogether new world. This bug is still 

present in the latest Gazebo7 as well.  

 

 
3. Teamwork 

Since the start of the project, I have taken the responsibility for the completion of the 

mechanical work subsystem which has been completed now. Hence, I decided to try my hand 

over the Gazebo for simulating the turtlebot behavior. I, Tiffany and Jimit worked on the 

Gazebo on different modules. I worked on developing the existing single robot system 

environment in Gazebo, while Tiffany worked on developing a world model in Gazebo, similar 

to the real world environment used currently (NSH 1602). Jimit worked on implementing the 

ROSCON in Gazebo. Gauri and Sida both worked together on setting up the ROCON multi 

master environment. I must mention that Gauri along with Jimit did very well and lead from 

the start throughout the project work before PR#8. Gauri also did a great job as a presenter for 

this PR.  
4. Future Plans  

Individual future plans before the PR#9 for the Robographer Project: 

1. Order remaining quantities of the components 

2. Make necessary modifications in the pan tilt elevate unit design  

3. Fabricate another pan tilt elevate unit 

4. Integrate it with another turtlebot 

5. Achieve the AprilTag detection in the Gazebo world 
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